
Dynamic thermal effects 
 Level I: static (steady state): heat flow is primarily a 

function of temperature difference (the driving force) and 
thermal resistance (the resisting force) 
 Expressed in algebraic equations

 Level II: quasi steady-state
 ASHRAE RTS cooling load calculation method 

 Level III: dynamic (transient, unsteady): the 
aforementioned two factors + heat capacity (storage) 
 Expressed in differential equations
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Heat capacity

 Density: kg/m3, lb/ft3
 The greater density, the greater heat capacity

 Specific heat: a measure of the amount of heat 
required to raise the temperature of a given mass of 
material by 1ºC (J/kgºK, Btu/lbºF)
 Table E.1: specific heat for common materials  

 Heat capacity= density ⅹ specific heat ⅹ volumes
 The greater heat capacity, the more heat it can store in a 

given volume per degree of temperature increase.
 Concrete: 2240 kg/m3 ⅹ (1.0 ⅹ 103 J/kgºK) ⅹ 1m3 = 2240 kJ/K
 Water: 992 kg/m3 ⅹ ( 4.18 ⅹ 103 J/kgºK) ⅹ 1m3 = 4147 kJ/K
 Plywood: 800 kg/m3 ⅹ ( 1.21 ⅹ 103 J/kgºK) ⅹ 1m3 = 968 kJ/K
 Glass fiber:100 kg/m3 ⅹ ( 0.96 ⅹ 103 J/kgºK) ⅹ 1m3 = 96 kJ/K
 Air: 1.2 kg/m3 ⅹ ( 1.0 ⅹ 103 J/kgºK) ⅹ 1m3 = 1.2 kJ/K
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Time lag

< Benefits > 
- Peak load reduction
- Reduction in equipment sizing High capacity delays the passage of water

High heat capacity delays the transmission of heat 

A measure of the delay in the flow of a pulse of heat 
through a material that results from thermal capacity. 
Units are hours
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Time lag

Low-mass passive solar

high-mass passive solar

Time lag
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Balcomb house, New Mexico

Three winter days
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9.4 Latent heat flow through the 
opaque envelope 

 Water also moves through the building envelop 
assemblies in vapor or liquid states.

 Vapor pressure difference is to latent heat flow as 
temperature difference is to sensible heat flow. 

 Permeance equivalent to conductance, permeability 
equivalent to conductivity

 The less permeable a material is, the greater the 
resistance to water vapor flow.

 SI unit of permeance: ng/(s.m2.Pa)
 Vapor retarder: materials with low permeance
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Cold climate moisture control 

 Most common building materials (gypsum board, 
concrete, brick, wood glass fiber insulation) are 
easily permeable. 

 In cold climates, 
 Outside air: less moisture (low humidity ratio), higher RH  
 Inside air: more moisture (high humidity ratio), lower RH
 The resulting differential vapor pressure becomes a 

driving force of the flow of the water vapor (from high to 
low vapor pressure, typically from warm to cold)
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Cold climate moisture control 

 Problems: 
 Insulation can become wet and thereby less 

effective. 
 Dry rot in wood structure members

 Two usual remedies
 (1) Vapor retarder installed within the building 

envelope assembly.  install as close to the warm 
side as possible: typically just behind the interior 
surface, e.g., gypsum board, wood flooring, etc.

 (2) Vinyl wallpaper or vapor retarder paints on the 
interior surfaces  
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Hot humid climate moisture control 

 Problem: mold grows on damp 
surfaces

 Objective: to keep the moisture 
in the warmer outside air from 
penetrating to the cooler (and 
usually less humid) interior

 Usual remedy
 drainage plane: simple tar paper 

(building felt) installed just inside 
the exterior surface material. 
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Vapor barrier

https://www.nachi.org/vapor-barriers.htm
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Rain screen / vapor retarder / drainage plane
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Housewrap as a 
weather barrier
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Heat flow through transparent/translucent 
elements 
 Transparent: permits a 

undistorted view (clear glass, 
low-e glass) 

 Translucent: like milky plastic or 
glass blocks

 Special attention should be paid 
to windows and skylights
 Low R (high U value)
 Major contributors to infiltration 

(heating and cooling load)
 Admitting solar heat (winter and 

summer)
 Admitting daylight and providing 

ventilation
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https://inhabitat.com/lsarcs-randall-house-bridges-indoors-and-
outdoors/randall-house-translucent-windows-at-bath/



NFRC

 National Fenestration 
Rating Council 

 A sample NFRC label 
 Characteristics of some 

residential windows: 
Table E.15
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FHR (Fenestration Heating Rating) and FCR (Fenestration Cooling Rating) are heating season and cooling 
season (respectively) estimates of the percentage of energy saved in a typical residential application 
compared to using Window 1.
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ASHRAE Handbook Fundamentals (Ch.15, 2017)
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irc.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/ cbd/cbd058e.html 

http://www.rjkenney.com

spacer

Thermal Break
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U factor

 The NFRC U factor melds significant differences 
in heat flow rates between the center-of-glass, 
the edge-of-glass (2 ½” band around the 
perimeter of glazing), and frame portions of a 
unit into a single representative value for an 
entire window or skylight unit. 

 The air gap between glazings, the gas fill 
between glazings, the coatings on the glazings, 
frame construction all influence the U factor

 Tables E.14, E.15, E.16 (textbook pp.1723-
1726)
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SHGC, g-value

 SHGC = the fraction of incident irradiance that enters 
the glazing and becomes heat gain typically ranging 
from 0.2 to 0.9

 A high SHGC is desirable for solar heating 
applications, whereas a lower SHGC is better for 
windows where cooling is the dominant thermal issue. 

 SC= the ratio of the radiant gain through a given 
type of glass relative to 1/8“ (3mm) thick single glass. 

 Textbook Tables E.17—E.24 or ASHRAE F.2017 Ch.15 
(fenestration)
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